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ARSTRACT 
Dual integral equations involving generalized Legendre functions and certain 
trigonometrical functions are considered. Solutions are obtained by using properties 
of generalized Legendre functions and the inversion theorem for the generalized 
Mehler - Fook transform. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the analysis of mixed boundary value problems we often encounter 
dual integral equations. Dual integral equations involving trigonometrical 
functions and Legendre functions which can be solved by the application 
of Mehler-Fock inversion theorem [4] were considered by Babloian [l]. 
He applied these equations to problems of potential theory and to a 
torsion problem. 
In the present paper we consider more general dual integral equations 
than those of Babloian and solve them formally by using properties of 
generalized Legendre functions and the generalized Mehler-Fock inversion 
theorem. The inversion theorems for the generalized Mehler-Fock trans- 
form have been given by Braaksma and Meulenbeld [2] and Rosenthal 
[6], see also Sneddon [7]. Some integrals involving generalized Legendre 
functions a,re also evaluated which are not available elsewhere. These 
are needed in the present analysis. 
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2. SOME INTEURALS INVOLVINQ GENERALIZED LEQENDRE FUNCTIONS 
The generalized Legendre function P!(z) is defined by [3, p. 1221 
(2.1) P,“(z)= -2- - z+l *lJ ( ) r(l-/4) x-l 2P1(-Y,Y+1;1-/.4;+--~2), ]l-4<2* 
The following two integral representations for e(x) are basic tools for 
our present investigation : 
I 
P!Lt+cr (cash CJ) = (n/2)* {r($ -p)}-1 sinh P(X 
(24 
/ cos tz (cash a - cash t)-rf &t 
where Re ,u -c# [3, p. 1661, and 
P-3) 
1 
PE++cr (cash a) = (27~)~ (J’(?J + ,u))-1 sinh -U cosech zdt. 
.{r(S-~++it)r(~-1~-it)}-l ar sin tt (cash t-cash a)~-+ dt 
where -*<Rep<< [5, p. 1651. 
Let F,(z) and Fd(t) denote the Fourier cosine and sine transforms of 
f(z). Then (2.2) can be written as 
(2.4) 
1 
E‘,[U(ol--t)(cosh or-cash t)-P-‘] = 
=r(+-p) sinh -PLY PQ+rr (cash OL), 
where U(z) is the Heaviside unit function, so that by the inversion 
formula for the Fourier cosine transform we have 
I 
U(a - t) (cash DL - cash t)-p-t = (2/n)* r(Q - ,u)sinh -SOL. 
(2.5) 
- ; PQ+$, (cash a) cos tt dt. 
Also, (2.3) can be expressed by 
I 
Fe[ U( t - a) (cash t - cash ~)I’-f] = 
(24 =7t-lr(~+1~)r(g-cl+i~)r(3-~-it)sinhnzsinhcl~ 
P:,+iz (cash a), 
which on inversion gives 
! 
U( t - a) (cash t - cash ac)r-t = 2* ,-s’er( 4 + /+inh W. 
(2.7) * r r(*-p+iz)r(&-p -it) sinh m PC*+ir (cash CX) sin tz dz. 
If d(t) is monotonic strictly increasing and differentiable for a < t < b, 
and +‘(t)#O in this interval, then the solutions of the equations 
(2.8) $ t&F$,,r =gV), a<t<b, o<a<l 
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and 
are given by [i’, pp. 20%2lO] 
and 
respectively. Therefore, in view of (2.8) and (2.10) the integral repre- 
sentation (2.2) gives 
1.2 t sinh l-@a PQ+~, (cash OL)& 
(2.12) costt=(2n)-*r(&.4) cospn-& J (cash t - cash LX)*+ * 0 
Also, in view of (2.9) and (2.11), from (2.3) we get 
COB tt=2-* n-3’2 T(i+p) CO8 /!.m r(+-p+it) r(+-p-iit)* 
(2.13) O3 sinh “+loc P!t,++, (cash a)& tsinhnt f 
t (cash 01- cash t)“’ ’ 
Another result that we shall need is the following inversion formula 
for the generalized Mehler-Fock transform due to Braaksma and Meulen- 
beld [2, Theo. 71; see also [6] for conditions of validity. 
If 
(2.14) y(cosh CX) = s” PQ+tr (cash LX)/(~)& 
0 
then, under certain conditions, 
f(t)=z-ltsinhnt r(&--,x++~)r(g--,~-&). 
(2.15) 
- 7 Pt++iz (cash a)y(cosh LX) sinh LY da. 
0 
3. DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH GENERALIZED LEGENDRE FUNCTION 
KERNELS 
We wish to solve the pair of equations 
(3.1) s”/(r) P%+i, (Gosh 0~) dz=g(ol) (o<ar<oll) 
0 
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(3.2) \ 
i f(t)r(g-~u+iz)r(g-~--iz). 
( z sinh xr Pt++(, (cash N) dt=h(or) (a>o~r). 
Multiplying (3.1) by n-lP(& -cl) cos pz sinh 1-p~ (cash z - cash a)r-t , 
integrating the result with respect to 01 from 0 to x, and then differentiating 
with respect to x we have 
where 
(3.4) P,(x)=7c-1 r&/l) cospn- as” sinh l-%x ax o (COA X- COST ++t gb)a~. 
NOW, applying (2.12) to (3.3) we get 
(3.5) &[f(t)l=W4 (O<Z<orl). 
Further, we multiply (3.2) by 
n+I’(& 4-p) cos pr. sinh fi+la (cash 01- cash X)*-P, 
integrate with respect to OL from x to 00 and apply (2.13) to get 
(3.6) Fc[f(ql=Fz(x) Wm), 
where 
1 
m 
(3.7) 
32(x) = cos ,un r(& +p)n-2 J h(a) sinh cI+1o~ 
p: 
(cash oc - cash x)-~* P’L++(, (cash a) dor. 
Hence, if we define 
\ 
E"l(X) (O<s<w) 
F(x)= Pz(x) (X>ocl), 
we see that 
Therefore by inversion we get 
i 
f(t) = ~crm41 
(3.8) 
f f 
= i 4 alfx) cos xt ai+ ff $ p2(x) cos xt ax. 
In many physical problems we are interested in the form of g(or), when 
oc> 0~1, or the form of h(a) when Ogagocl. From the definition (3.1) of 
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g(m) we have for OL>W, 
g(a) = r Pc++<z (cash a) dz If 
E ; Fl(X) COB x7, da 
+ 7 Pelt+& (oosh LX) az 
0 1/ 
E [ F~(~) cosmax 
= [ h(X)d$ f p~-)+&OShar) COSxddt 
+ y F2(x)dx 
9 
f [ Plr_*+i7 (cash &) cosmadt. 
Now, applying the result (2.5) this can be written as 
(cash OL - cash x)J‘++ 
w34 
(cash oc - cash x)“+’ 
It can also be shown that, for O<oc<ocl, 
sinh -‘Oc 
Pi(M) 
(cash arr - cash a)‘-” - 
K(x) 
(cash z - cash ac)+-p 
ax 
F2h) 
- (cash OLD- cash a)*-+’ - $ (cash x%:ho#-fidz] ' 
Next, we consider the dual integral equations 
(3.11) ; t/(z) P -++iz (cash a) dt=g(a) (O<or<oci) 
0 
(3.12) 
+sinh ndt P%+gz (cash 01) &=A@) (c-~~). 
To solve the above pair we multiply (3.11) by 
n-lr(Q - p) co8 p-6 sirih 1-w (cash x - cash B)-++P 
and integrate with respect to 01 from 0 to x to get 
(3.13) 
~‘r(&-pu) CO8 PZ r r/(t) dr { E++ir (cash a) 
0 0 
sinh I-W (Gosh X- cash B)-++P da =Fl(x), 
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where 
(3.14) 
F~(x)=n-lr(~-p) cos /ML s” g(a) sinh l--lro~ 
0 
(cash x - cash cx)-++~ dol. 
Now, we integrate (2.12) with respect to t and apply the result to (3.13) 
and get 
(3.15) -FJf(t)l=Fl(x) (O<S<orl). 
Next, multiply (3.12) by 
n-2T(+ + p) cos p-c sinh c+la (cash OL - cash X)-+-P, 
integrate with respect to a from x to 00, and then differentiate with 
respect to x and finally apply (2.13) and get 
(3.16) J’dfV)l = J7'2@) (x > al) 
where 
(3.17) F4z) = - 32-2 r(g + p) cos p TX a 7 h(OL) sinh “+la (cash 01- cash x)-+-I’ dar 
Q 
Thus 
(3.18) FS[f(t)l=pl(4 (O<x<w) 
=P&i?) (X>oLl). 
Hence, by inversion 
(3.19) f(t)= 
1/ 
; l PI(X) sin t 2 ax + 1/z ; F2(x) sin t x ax. 
Z% 
The solution (3.8) of the pairs (3.1) and (3.2) can be applied to reduce 
the following more general system to a Fredholm integral equation of 
the second kind 
(3.20) 7 f(t)[l+H(z)] PK++iv (cash CX) dt=g(ol) (O<cz<orl) 
0 
(3.21) 
t z sinh ntz P’“-++iz (cash 0~) dt=Qx) (or>oll) 
where the function H(z) is given and it is desired to find the unknown 
function f(z). 
The *equation (3.20) can be written as 
(3.22) 
o: f(z) Pc,+iz (cash 4 dt = g(or) - o: f(r)B(t) 
P’“-++i, (cash a) dz (Ogol<oll). 
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Then by (3.8) the solution of (3.22) and (3.21) is given by 
(3.23) f(z) = j/i ; Pi(x) cos tx dx+ )/; T Pa(x) cos zx dx, 
1 
where .Fz(x) is the same as defined by (3.7), but 
Let us write 
Cl(x) = n-1 cos ,un I’(& -/A) 2 s” sinh 1-% (cash x- cash a)-*+” g(c+& 
0 
and 
Then, by (2.12), 
n-1 r(?j - p) cos pc fx [ Shh 1-p or(coSh X - Gosh OL)-++~ da 
0 
r f(z)H(z)P”_,+i, (cash OL) at 
= (2jn)+ T ftz) ~(~1 cos rx az 
0 
= 21~ i Fl(y)ay r ~(~1 cos TV c~~ ty ak 
0 
+ (21n)* T OH cos zx at. 
0 
Therefore, the solution of the dual integral equations (3.20), (3.21) is 
given by (3.23), where PI(x) is the solution of the Fredholm integral 
equation of the second kind 
PI(x)+ 7 Fl(U)K(X, u)au=G*(s), (O<X<oLl) 
0 
with the kernel K(x, U) defined by 
J+, U)=(2n)t(Hc(x+zL)+H,(lx-ul)), 
a(x) = ~c[W)l, 
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and the function ff*(x) is defined by 
G*(x) = Cl(x) -4(x), 
G,(z) = J’dW)~W 
Similarly the solution of the general pair 
d d(4 Pf,+a= (cash a) dz=g(oL) (o<or<al) 
$ f(t)[l+H(t)]r()-y+it)r(S-C1-it). 
msinh ztz PC++,, (cash a) dt=h(a) (oL>oL1) 
is given by 
f(t)= 1/i ; PI(X) sin XT ax + j/E $ l%(z) sin xt aa 
where Fl(x) is the same as defined by (3.14), but P&C) is the solution 
of the Fredholm integral equation 
p2(x) =w) + 7 P~(~)L(x, Y) ay 
(x 
where the kernel L(x, y) is defined by 
and the function H*(x) is defined by 
H*(x) = f&(4 - A2(4, 
&(x) = -z-* cos ,UTC r(g + p) & 7 sinh. WX (cash 01- cash x)-t-p h(m)da 
z 
(c%l<X<~) 
4. DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH TRIGOHONETRICAL KERNELS 
First of all we consider the pair 
(4.1) $ ftt) cosmadt=g(s) (o.+c~~) 
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(4.2) 
,u - iz)]-1 cosech zt sin xv dt = h(x) 
We multiply (4.1) by 
w4* [wt -Al -1 sinh PLY (cash do - cash x)-+-+ 
and integrate it with respect to x from 0 to a~ and then apply (2.2) to 
obtain 
[ f(t) Pu-t+b (cash a) dr=Gr(a), (O<ar<a) 
where 
(4.3) 
Cl(a) = (2/n)* {F(+-,u)}-’ sinh POL / g(x) 
(cash IX - cash x)-r-* dx. 
Also, if we multiply (4.2) by 
(2n)* {F(i + ,u)}-1 (sinh a)-~ (cash x - cash ol)@-t 
integrate it with respect to x from LY to 00 and then apply (2.3), we get 
$ f(t) PQ+c, (cash B) dz=Gz(or) (a<& <bo) 
where 
(4.4 
Gz(a) = (2n)t {T(-&+p)}-’ sinh -pa 7 h(x) 
a 
t (cash x - cash or)r-+ dx. 
Now, set 
(4.5) v(cosh m)=G(a)=G&) (O<or<a) 
-G&x) (a<ol<ce). 
Then by inversion formula (2.15) we have 
f(z)=n-lt sinh z~t F(i--p++it)F(+--p---it). 
(4.6) 
+ 7 Gdol) P%+dr (cash a) sinh 61 am). a 
The solutions of the following four pairs of equations are easily deducible 
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from the pair (4.1), (4.2). The solution of the dual integral equations 
(4.7) 7 r-1 f(z) sin xt dr=j(x) (Ogx<a) 
0 
(4.8) 
- cosech zt sin xr dt = W(x) (x > a) 
is given by (4.6) where we define 
(4.9) 
Cl(a) =(2/n)* {T(&-,u))-1 sinh POL j j’(x) 
(Gosh 01- cash x)-r-* dx 
instead of (4.3). The function Go is defined, as previously, by the 
equation (4.4). 
The solution of the pair of equations 
(4.10) $ z/(t) sin XT az=K(x) (O=~xgcc) 
(4.11) 7 f(z)cr(a-~-tit)r(~-~--it)}-l . cosech 7dz sin xz az = h(x) (x > a) 
0 
is obtained by integrating (4.10) with respect to x from 0 to x. It then 
assumes the form (4.1) with g(x) now defined by 
(4.12) g(x)=c- s” K(u)dzc 
0 
where C is the constant defined by 
(4.13) c= 7 f(z)az. 
0 
The solution is then given in terms of C by (4.6), (4.3) and (4.4) with 
g(x) defined by (4.12). 
The solution of the dual integral equations 
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is given by (4.6), (4.3), (4.4) with I@) now defined by 
h(z) = -Z’(2). 
Finally, the solution of the pair of equations 
$ f(t) cos TX dz=g(z) (O<x<a) 
1 f(z)(r(9-r+iz(r(g-~--iZ)}-’ t cosech 7cz cos xt dr = m(x) (z > a) 
is given by (4.6), (4.3), (4.4) with h(x) now defined by 
h(x) = c - s” m(u)du. 
2 
Finally, it may be mentioned that the dual integral equations and 
their solutions which have been discussed by Babloian [l] can be deduced 
as special cases of the results contained in this paper simply on setting 
,u= 0 and using the facts that 
r(J-+iz)q+iz)= n sech XT and P’!++c+ (x) =P++&). 
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